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Abstract 

A major obstacle in applying finite-state model 
checking t o  the verification of large systems is the com- 
binatorial explosion of the state space arising when 
m a n y  loosely coupled parallel processes are considered. 
T h e  problem also known as the state-explosion prob- 
lem has been attacked from various sides. This  pa- 
per  presents a new approach based o n  partial model 
checking: Parts  of the concurrent system are gradu- 
ally removed while transforming the specification ac- 
cordingly. W h e n  the intermediate specifications con- 
structed an this manner  can be kept small, the state- 
explosion problem i s  avoided. Experimental results 
with a prototype implemented in Standard ML, shows 
that for Milner’s Scheduler - an  often used bench- 
mark - this approach improves o n  the published re- 
sults o n  Binary Decision Diagrams and is compara- 
ble to  results obtained using generalized Decision Dia- 
grams. 

Specifications are expressed in a variant of the 
modal p-calculus. 

1 Introduction 

Within the last decade temporal logic model checking 
has turned out to  be a useful technique for verify- 
ing finite state systems. Since the paper by Clarke 
and Emerson [13] introduced the idea for the logic 
CTL* , algorithms performing exhaustive state-space 
exploration have been found and improved for a vari- 
ety of logics. However, a major problem in applying 
model checking on just moderate-sized systems is the 
combinatorial explosion arising from the many pos- 
sible combinations of independent states of variables 

*Supported by the Danish Technical Research Council. 
E-mail: hra@id.dtu.dk. WWW: http://www.id.dtu.dk/Nhra. 

or processes. Attempts to solve this problem have 
focussed on algorithms that avoid traversing the com- 
plete state space. Either by “symbolic” representa- 
tions of the state space using Binary Decision Dia- 
grams [lo], by collapsing symmetric or otherwise sim- 
ilar states [33, 24, 11, 211 or by abstraction [19, 121. 

The most prominent successes on rather large sys- 
tems have been reported from groups using Binary De- 
cision Diagrams - a heuristic based on compact repre- 
sentations and manipulations of Boolean expressions. 
We present in this paper a new heuristic that is based 
on a quotienting operator which allows one process of 
a parallel composition to be removed by transform- 
ing the specification accordingly. The method will be 
applicable to satisfaction problems of the form 

where ti (1 5 i 5 N )  are labelled transition systems 
modeling processes and L is a restricting set of labels 
enforcing synchronization between the processes. The 
specification A is expressed in a variant of the modal 
p-calculus. 

We have chosen the name partial model checking in 
analogy with partial evaluation of programs to  reflect 
that from an initial specification we supply part of the 
concurrent system and derive a new residual specifica- 
tion specialized to that particular class of systems. In 
other words: each intermediate specification provides 
a partial answer to the original satisfaction problem. 

2 Logic and Models 

Our logic is a version of Kozen’s modal p-calculus 
[25]. The main difference will be the use of simultane- 
ous fixed points expressed as extreme solutions to sets 
of equations. In this respect it follows quite closely 
Park’s original p-calculus [29] and the recent trend 
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on model checking (see for example [7], [16], [34], [2], 
[26]). Assertions A are given by the following syntax: 

A ::= F I T I ,Y I AV A 1 A A A I (Q)A I [a]A, 

where X ranges over a set of variatbles and Q over a 
set of actions Act .  From assertions .we build sequences 
of assertion equations E ,  denoting by c the empty se- 
quence of equations: 

E ::= X =fi A E I X :=,, A E 1 6 .  

The first equation is a minimum fixed-point equation, 
the second a maxamum fixed-point equation. We shall 
often use o to ran.ge over {p ,  v} writing for instance 
X =,, A. Finally, a top assertion is an expression 

that projects the simultaneous siolution of E onto X .  
To be well-defined X most be among the left-hand 
sides of E. To simplify future discussions on assertion 
equations we assume that all left-hand side variables 
in E are different Furthermore, we shall say that E 
is simple if the right-hand sides are of the forms: 

X, F, T ,  
A{Xl,. . . ,Xky [allyl,. .. 9 [al]q}9 

v { x L , . .  . , x k ,  (al)l/l,  * .  . , (al)%}, 

where we have used A{AI,. . . , A,} to denote A1 A 
A2A. . .AA, using the fact that the order is immaterial 
since A will be associative and commutative.’ 

Given a (pointed) labelled transition system t = 
(S ,  +, i )  with states S, transitiioii relation --+s S x 
Act x S and initial state i E S, any assertion A will 
denote a subset [[Antp of the stsates of S said to  sat- 
isfy it. (We often leave out the subscript t when it is 
implied by the context.) Here., p is an environment 
assigning meanings to free variables. For assertions: 
[Fjp  = 0, [T]p := S, [[XIJp = V is interpreted 
as set union, A a s  intersection and the modalities as 
follows: 

[(a)A]lp = 

[[a]Alp = 

{s E S 13s’. s 3 s‘ $t s’ E [[Alp} 
{s E S 1 Vs’. s 9 SI =+ s’ E [Alp} 

The unique solution to a set of assertion equations E 
will be an environment assigning sets of states to each 
variable. We will1 make use of the following notation 

lNotice that our notion of a simple assertion differs slightly 
from that introduced in [7] and used in [2], since we allow 
Boolean operators lbeing applied to modalities. 

for environments: [I is the empty environment, [ U / X ]  
is the environment that assigns U to  X ,  and for two 
environments p and p’ with disjoint variable domains, 
p * p‘ is the union of them. Hence, for example [] + 
[ U / X ]  = [ U / X ]  = [ U / X ]  * [] and [ U / X ]  * [V/Y] = 
[V/Y]*[U/X] which we shall also write as [V/Y, V / X ] .  

For a rnonotonic function f (U)  on the powerset of 
S we let p U . f ( U )  and vU. f (U)  denote respectively 
the minimum and maximum fixed point as given by 
Tarski’s fixed-point theorem [31]. We can now define 
[[EIJp, the solution to E in the environment p, by in- 
duction on the number of equations: 

= n 
ux A Enp = W X I  * (uEn(p * ~ u ~ / x i ) )  

where U’ 
and 

= oU.[A](p * [ V / X ]  *p’(V)) 
p’(r[l) = [ElJ(p * [ U / X ] )  

The first equation defines the solution to  the empty 
set of equations to be the empty environment. The 
second defines the meaning of (X =,, A E )  in terms 
of the shorter E.  More precisely, we first find the 
solution €or X (calleld U‘) and using this value of X ,  
inductively solves E. The solution U’ is the extrema1 
a-fixed point of the function of U ,  determined by the 
meaning of A in an environment where the meaning 
of the free variables of the equation system is given by 
p, the meaning of X is U and the remaining bound 
variables is given by the inductive solution to E. To 
be Well-defined the function of U must be monotonic, 
which foldows rather directly from the observation that 
each operator (including p and v) are monotonic. 

For top assertions which contain no free variables 
(free meaning with no defining equation) we define: 
[[E 4 XI = ([E]J[])(X).2 With the given semantics it 
can be shown that tlhe expressive power of our logic is 
equivalent to  that of the modal p-calculus (113, [15]).3 

A labelled transition system t = (S, +, i)  is said to 
satisfy a top assertion E 4 X, if i E [[E 4 XI. We 
write t /= E .J, X in this case. 

To cclnstruct models of concurrent systems we shall 
use three operations on labelled transition systems. 
To make sense of them we need a little structure on 
the actions. We assume the presence of a silent action 

2There are dangerous subtleties here due to the nesting of 
minimum and maximum fixed points. For instance, the given 
semantics is different from one where the equation for X is taken 
as the “starting point” of the recursively defined semantics for 
E L X .  

3The notion of alternation depth for the modal p-calculus 
(original’ly defined in [22]) also has a correlate in our logic 
relating to the number of alternating sequences of p- and v- 
equations. See for example [l] or [15] for discussions of this 
point. 
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Table 1: The quotient E -1 X/ /L ,M t on a transition system t = ({SI,. . . , s n } ,  +, 2 ) .  We have left out the cases for 
[a]A, A a,nd T .  They are immediate duals of (*)A, V and F .  

r modelling synchronization, and for each non-silent 
action a a complementary action 7i such that - forms 
a bijection on Act \ r. We will need a parallel compo- 
sition tl 1 t2 that allows tl and t2 to synchronize on 
complementary actions, a restriction operator t [‘ L 
that eliminates from t all non-silent actions not in L ,  
and a hiding operator t / M  that hides all actions in M 
by renaming them to 7 .  (All three are taken from CCS 
although Milner [as] uses a slightly different version of 
restriction - we do not close up L under - .) 

Formally, (SI , +1 , il) 1 (S2, +2 , i2) is the transition 
system (SI x S2, +, (ill i2)) where 

(s1,s2) 4 H d e f  

s1 = si and s2 -%l SI, 
or s1 4, si and s2 = si, 
or a = r and (3. s1 +I si and s2 -+2 s!J. b b 

Secondly, the restriction (S, 3, i) 1 L is the transition 
system (SI +o, i) where s 40 s’ H~~~ s 4 s’ and a E 
L U { T } .  Thirdly, (S, -+, i ) / M  is the transition system 
(SI +o, i) where 

s 4 0  s‘ @de< 

s 3 s‘ and a # M ,  
a = r and 3 b  E M.s + S I .  

b or 

From the first two operators we define a generalized 
parallel operator I I L , M  that restricts its left and right 
arguments to perform actions in L respectively M :  

tl I /L,M t 2  =def (tl r L)  1 (t2 1 M )  

Let the sort of a transition system t be the set of ac- 
tions appearing in the transition relation. Then, if the 
sort L(t1) of tl equals L and the sort L(t2) of t2 equals 
M then tl JJL,M t2 = tl 1 t 2 ,  so we can reconstruct the 
original operators as follows: 

where 0 is the transition system with one state and 
no transitions. The generalized product is used since 
it makes explicit the actions allowed by the argument 
processes. This simplifies the definition of quotienting 
of modalities in the next section. 

3 Quotienting 

Given a top assertion E -1 X ,  we will describe how to 
find a top assertion ( E  -1 X>/l , , ,  t such that 

t‘ IlL,M t I= E -1 x, 

t’ i= ( E  -1 X ) / / L , M  t .  

if and only if, 

This bi-implication justifies the claim that we are 
moving parts of the concurrent system into the speci- 
fication. Clearly, if the new top assertion is not much 
larger than the original, we have simplified the task of 
model checking. 

X) / /L ,M t is defined in terms 
of two auxiliary operators: E//L,M t that computes a 

The top assertion ( E  
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Simple Evaluation 
SE1 X =,, A{F,Ai>. .  . ,Ak} + X =, F 
SE2 X =, A{T,Ai., . . . , Ak} =$ X A{Ai , .  . . , Ak} 
SE3 X = , ( a ) F  + X = , F  

Constant Propagation 
X =D A X A[F/Y] 

CP * 
Y =,I F Y =,I F 

Unguardedness Removal 
X =, B X B[A/Y]  

UR * 
Y =, A Y =D A 

(Y unguarded in B )  

Trivial Equation Elimination 
TEEp X=, (a )X  =+- X = , F  
TEEv X = ,  [a]X + X = , T  

Equivalence Reduction 
X = , A V B  ( X  =E' Y and X , Y  in same block) 

=$ Y = , X  

X = , A A B  
Y = y  x =5 ( X  =E: Y and X , Y  in same block) 

Table 2: Valid transformations on assertion equat,ions. 

new set of assertion equations, and A//L,M s that com- 
putes a new assertion. The first is defined by induc- 
tion on the number of equations in E ,  the second by 
structural induction - see Table 1. (It is an imme- 
diate application of work on compositional reasoning 

When E is simple, the size of LC//L,M t is easily seen 
to be bounded by 1E1(1-+ I + IS[). Here [El is the num- 
ber of operators, variables and constants occurring in 
E ,  I -+ I is the number of transitions in 3 and 1st 
the number of states. Hence, by repeated applica- 
tion of quotienting on systems of the form (1) with 
transition systems containing ni :states and mi transi- 
tions, we get a resulting assertion of size no larger than 
IAIIILV=,(nZ + mi). Of course, as this expression shows 
there is a risk of a combinatorial explosion. The means 
to avoid this and make repeated cpotienting successful 
is to simplify the quotients. 

~ 7 ~ 6 , ~  41.) 

4 Siimplifying Assertions 

Deciding validity of p-calculus formulae is known to 
be EXF'TIME-complete [25, 201. Hence, for any rea- 
sonable notion of size making the constants T and F 
smallest, the problem of finding a minimal assertion is 
EXPTIME-hard. To achieve acceptable performance 
we must therefore rely on heuristics. This takes the 
form of a collection of few, efficiently implementable 
strategies for finding smaller but equivalent assertions. 
The success of applying partial model checking is com- 
pletely determined by the success of these strategies: 
The strategies are generally valid but might or might 
not succeed to decrease the size of the assertion. 

Below follows a list of strategies we have found to 
be useful. They are described as transformations on 
sequences of assertion equations. They all work on 
simple sequences of assertion equations inside a top 
assertion E -1 X .  We later comment on their effect in 
the benchmark. Table 2 summarizes the transforma- 
tions. 
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Simple Evaluation (SEL;, i = 1,2,3).  
The simple transformations SEi and three duals 
(got by interchanging A with v, T with F ,  ( U )  

with [a])  are applied everywhere. 

Reachability Analysis. 
Variables that are unreachable from the root vari- 
able ( X  in E .J x) are removed. This is imple- 
mented as a simple graph algorithm. 

Constant Propagation (CP). 
Variables with right-hand side equal to T or F are 
replaced by their definition throughout the asser- 
tion. All variables that during this process gets a 
constant right-hand side (after a Simple Evalua- 
tion) are propagated in the same manner. This is 
also implemented as a simple graph algorithm. 

Unguardedness Removal (UR) . 
To facilitate further reduction (e.g. by Equiva- 
lence Reduction below) and possible elimination 
of redundant variables (by Reachability Analy- 
sis), we perform an unfolding on unguarded vari- 
ables. A variable X is unguarded in A if it does 
not appear below a modality. However, due to 
the occasional presence of cycles of unguarded 
variables we must take care not to perform in- 
finite ~n fo ld ings .~  Therefore, we form a graph 
of unguarded variables that appear in conjunc- 
tive forms ( A { X I , .  . . , X k ,  [al]Yl,. . . , [ u L ] ~ } )  col- 
lect all variables that are interconnected in this 
manner and forms new right-hand sides. An ex- 
ample is: 

X =,, X A Y A A  
Y Y A X A B  

that will be changed to 

X =,, X A A A B  
Y =,, x 

This is followed by a substitution that replaces 
all occurrences of Y in the right-hand sides by 
X throughout all equations. A similar transfor- 
mation takes place for disjunctive forms. It is 
implemented as an application of Tarjan’s algo- 
rithm for finding strongly connected components 
[301. 

Trivial Equation Elimination (TEEg). 
Equations X = M  (u )X  and Y =,, [u]Y are easily 

4Although the original assertion contains no such cycles they 
can get introduced by the quotienting. 

seen to have solutions X = F and Y = T .  In 
this way we can turn right-hand sides into the 
constants F or T that can be propagated. This 
can be done together with Constant Propagation. 

Equivalence Reduction (ERlr). 
We collapse a set of assertion equations E to a 
smaller system with equivalent variables identi- 
fied. When X and Y have the same solution in 
E (written X =E Y ,  i.e. [EBt[](X) = [E] ,[] (Y)  
for all t ) ,  we can use only one of the variables, 
modify its right-hand side slightly and replace all 
occurrences of the other by this variable. This 
makes an equation redundant and it can then be 
removed. We are approximating the EXPTIME- 
hard check X =E Y as explained in the next sec- 
tion. The new right-hand side is formed as the 
disjunction of the two original right-hand sides if 
the equations are of type p and as a conjunction 
if of type v. However, when X and Y are judged 
equal as described below it turns out that these 
disjunctions and conjunctions will be simple to 
find: They will be equivalent to any one of the 
original right-hand sides. 

Implicational Reduction. 
Another simplification could be to take implica- 
tions among variables into account. Of course, 
determining X Y ,  i.e. [ E I t [ ] ( X )  [E]t[](Y) 
for all t ,  would also have to be done via safe ap- 
proximations like for Equivalence Reduction. 

5 Equivalence Reduction 

A central, non-trivial task is to find and identify equiv- 
alent right-hand sides of sequences of assertion equa- 
tions E.  We shall look at an approach that operates on 
blocks. A block is a sequence of assertion equations of 
the same kind - either ,LL or U .  A $lock ETan be viewed 
as a simultaneous fixed point X = m  A in the sense 
that [E]p is equivalent to the environment of solutions 
found as a simultaneous fixed poin: oyer a-, p;odyt 
of powersets ordered pointwise: [aU.[A]p[U/X] /X] .  
This equivalence follows from a straightforward gen- 
eralization of the Scott-Bekic principle, also known as 
Bekic’s theorem [8]. (The generalized theorem can 
be found in [l] . )  In the sequel we assume E and p 
fixed and let g(6) denote the function that maps d to 
I[&[G/2] where A’ is the tuple of right-hand sides of 
E.  Hence for E a cr-block, [ad.g(d)/z] = [ E ] p .  

As already mentioned the check X = E  Y is 
EXPTIME-hard to decide. Therefore we approximate 
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Figure 1: Left: Cycler i (1 5 i :< N ) .  The initial state is 0 except for cycler 1 which has initial state 1. Right: 
The specification spec,. 

=E by a relation P that is safe f o r  E ,  i.e. for all left- 
hand side variables X and Y ,  

X P Y  * X - 1 3 Y  (3) 

or more compactly P C =E.  The relation P will be an 
equivalence relation (reflexive, symmetric and transi- 
tive) computed from a sequence of unsafe approxima- 
tive equivalence relations. The sequence is constructed 
by repeatedly applying a transformation G ( P )  on the 
current approximation P until a fixed point is reached. 
To state this idea more formally, we notice that any 
environment p induces an equivalence = p  on variables 
defined by X = p  Y wdef p ( X )  = p(Y). We shall say 
that P is safe for p if P C = p  We will require the 
following property of G: For all P and p, 

(4) 
if P is safe for p 
then G(P)  is safe for p' =def [g(p(z))/Z], 

where p(x ' )  is the tuple of sets of states 
 XI), . . . , p ( X n ) ) ,  and p' therefore assigns the vari- 
ables to the result of applying g to these sets. Now, let 
U be the universal relation that relates every variable 
to every other variable in E ,  and denote by Gk ( P )  the 
Ic'th composition of G applied to P.  Inductively it is: 
G o ( P )  = P,G"'(P) = G(Gk((I')). 

Lemma 1 If G satisfy (4)  and Gk(U) = G"'(U) 
then  G k ( U )  is safe f o r  E .  

Our technique for judging variables equal is then sim- 
ply to iterate G over U until a iixed point P is found. 
Variables are then collapsed to ithe equivalence classes 
of P.  The G that was used in the benchmark is de- 
fined as follows: X G ( P ) Y ,  if and only if, one of the 
following conditions hold: 

X and Y both have conjunctive right-hand sides, 
X =(r Aiel Ai, Y =d A .  I E J  B, satisfying: 

vi E I .  
(A, z X ,  

3 j  E J.  B ,  = % & X,PY,)  
& (A, = [a ,]X,  + 

33 E J.  B,  = [P3]Y3 & 01% = p, &5 X,PY , )  

and 

V j  E J. 
(BJ =U, => 

& (B, [p,]J:, * 3i E I .  A ,  X ,  & T P X , )  

3i E I .  A ,  =; [CX,]X~ & p, = a, & %PX,)  

X aind Y both have disjunctive right-hand sides 
and satisfy a condition dual to the condition for 
con.junctive right-hand sides, 

X and Y both have the same constant right-hand 
side. 

Such a G is enough to identify for example the vari- 
ables X and Y in the v-block: 

x [ a ] X A Z  

Y [a]Y A [a]x A 

The sequence tends to converge rather quickly (within 
5-6 iterations) in the benchmark, although the upper 
bound is the number of variables. Each iteration re- 
quires in the worst case computation of X G ( P ) Y  for 
each pair of X and Y ,  hence on the order of n2 com- 
putations for a block with n variables. This is the 
dominant factor which, since the reduction is applied 
on the order of n times (one for each quotienting), re- 
sults in an n3 overall running time in the experiments 
below. 
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Figure 2: Running times in seconds for the equivalence check and check for absence of deadlock as a function of 
the number of cyclers N .  The crosses are measured times (user and system time including time for garbage collec- 
tions) the graphs are the third-degree polynomials 0.0106897N3 - 0.333923N2 -t- 5.13771N - 22.331 respectively 
0.00499743N3 - 0.100896N2 + 0.79611N - 1.47533. 

6 The Example 

Milner's Scheduler [28] consists of N cyclers connected 
in a ring that co-operates on initiating (u i )  and ter- 
minating ( b i )  N tasks such that the tasks are always 
started in sequence a l , .  . . , a N , a l , .  . . but can termi- 
nate in any order. 

Figure 1 shows the transition systems for the cyclers 
and a transition system specN expressing the intended 
behaviour when hiding the b-actions. The full system 
sys is: 

(Actually, this assertion was constructed directly from 
a fixed-point assertion expressing weak bisimilarity 
and then quotienting with specN much like the quo- 
tient for the generalized parallel composition. See [3] 
or [l] for details.) We have used (-u1, u2 , .  . . , a k ) A  
to mean va~~,,,a,,,~~,,,l  ( a ) A  - a co-finite disjunction 
over actions. Hence, ( - ) A  is VaGAct(u)A.  The first 
quotienting replaces this by a proper finite disjunc- 
tion of diamond modalities. The presence of the sorts 
L and M in the parallel operators makes this a simple 
task. 

Secondly, we verified the absence of deadlocks using 
the top assertion E' J- X where E' is 

The restriction forces the cyclers to synchronize X zV [-]XAY 
on the actions c l , .  . . , C N .  

den, is weakly bisimilar to ~ P ~ C N  [281. BY a 
algebraic law the hiding can be pushed inside the re- 
striction and the parallel operator since no synchro- 
nization takes place on the bi 's .  Thus we verify: 

We first verified that 
s y s / { b l , .  . . , bN} in which the b-actions have been hid- Y = v  (-)T 

In both cases we encoded I and 1 using the generalized 
parailel operator (2). We then proceeded by alternat- 
ing between quotienting out a cycler and simplifying 
the resulting assertion until none were left and the re- 

where cyc: = cyci/{bl, .  . . , b N }  and E J- RI is a top as- 
sertion expressing the property of being weakly bisim- 
ilar to specN. The set of equations E is the following: 

sulting top assertion turned out to be ( X  = v  7') 4 X . 5  
As Figure 2 clearly shows the running times grow 

roughly as third-degree polynomials and not exponen- 
tially like the number of states and transitions (which 
roughly grows as 20 . 2 .2N) .  In other words: We 
avoided the state explosion. 

Table 3 compares the running times with other 
published results for Milner's Scheduler. The num- 
bers should be taking with a pinch of salt, since they 
are taken from implementations in different languages 
and 'on different machines. The only interesting point 
is that our running times achieved with a prototype 
implemented in Standard ML of New Jersey on a 

51n the final step of the quotienting, modalities are replaced 
by constants as follows: ( n ) A  by F ,  [ a ] A  by T .  
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IN: 1 1  61 81 101 121 141 161 181 201 301 401 501 

Equivalence 
[23](BDD) 
[9](BDD) 
[17](DD) 
Partial MC 
Deadlock 
[17](DD) 
Partial MC 

1 I t  I I I I I I 1 -  I I I 

ITransitions: 1120161 138241 844801 4792321 25804801 133693441 672399361 33030144017489349222401 13523993021644801 2.15el8l 

.. 21 40 87 
19 39 

4.8 8.0 12 
1.4 2.8 4.5 

0.8 1.4 2.2 
0.3 0.7 1.4 65 190 410 

124 329 737 

2.15328357183652e18.) 

DEC 5000 MIPS-station competes seriously with the 
BDD/DD-packages implemented in Prolog/C. 

Most of the reductions mentioned are necessary 
to avoid the state explosion. Leaving out just one 
of Reachability Analysis, Constant Propagation or 
Equivalence Reduction results m assertions that grow 
exponentially. Only Implicational Reduction was un- 
necessary. 

Another series of experiments where carried out in 
which the hidden b-actions where not pushed inside 
the transition systems but treated as a quotient, i.e. 
it was removed by transforming the assertion equa- 
tions accordingly. For both the elquivalence check and 
the deadlock check, the same cubic behaviour was ob- 
served - although the execution times was up to seven 
times higher for the equivalence check and up to two 
times higher for the deadlock check. 

7 Conclusion 

The idea of partial model checking is based on the 
hope that if the interfaces between processes are sim- 
ple, then this will allow assertions expressing require- 
ments to parts of parallel systems to be concise. On 
the example we discussed in this paper this turned out 
to be true. To judge the general applicability, further 
experiments, as with all new heuristics, are needed. 
The idea of partial model checking is certainly not re- 
stricted to Milner’s parallel composition operator and 
probably not to the modal ycalculus. 

Unguardedness Flemoval is akin to  the Compaction 
Algorithm in [5] used for inverting fixed points. 
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